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LOTS OF DRY POWDER 
FOR ALITHYA TO BUILD 

AND BUY WITH 33% 
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WHY VERTEX IS AT 
AN INFLECTION POINT 
FOR GAINS OF MORE 

THAN 120%

THIS 5G PLAYER WELL 
POSITIONED FOR A 
CHART BREAKOUT

“CCL remains a 
fundamentally 

strong company 
with a proven 
management 

team and track     
record that is 

now trading at a 
lower multiple 

than it has in the 
past. Organic 
growth still              
exists and  

acquisitions are 
always a  

possibility to 
jumpstart 
growth.” 
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“NFI is showing an attractive entry point. Management track record is strong and 
shares have not been this cheap for a long time, if ever.  

We remain comfortable with an ‘A-‘ rating.
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BNS shares are offering a long-term entry point at this stage for an  
investor with a time-frame outside of 12 months. Higher interest rates should actually lift  

results at the banks which the share prices seem not to reflect.”
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INITIATIONS

Beacon Securities analyst Kirk Wilson initiated coverage of Vertex Resources Group Ltd. (TSXV:VTX) with a 
“buy” rating and a target price of $1.05 per share, which implies a return of 126%. 

“With the recent, well-publicized downfall of oil prices in western Canada, most publicly listed energy          
companies have felt selling pressure and Vertex Resources Group is no exception with shares falling 45% since 
October” Mr. Wilson added in his report. 

“Despite market conditions, we believe that investors will eventually differentiate between companies that will 
be significantly impacted by a potential decrease in western Canada drilling and those that are more insulated 
from a lower level of oil and gas activity. We believe Vertex is in the latter category.” 

“The fact that Vertex focuses on environmental services mainly in western Canada is a distinct advantage as 
this aspect of the oil and gas industry should fare somewhat better due to increasing environmental regulation 
and stakeholder participation.” 

“The company appears to be at an inflection point in terms of generating positive returns for investors as we 
forecast net income and return on invested capital to turn positive this year and free cash flow to be generated 
in 2019.” 

** 
Desjardins Securities analyst Maher Yaghi initiated coverage of Alithya Group Inc. (TSX:ALYA) with a “buy” 
rating and a target price of $7 per share which implies a return of 33%. 

Alithya Group is a Montreal-based information technology and management consulting services provider who 
recently started trading on the TSX after completing a reverse takeover of Edgewater Technology. 

“Alithya also completed a $53 million private placement which we believe will provide management with       
additional dry powder to continue its build and buy strategy once Edgewater is sufficiently integrated into 
Alithya’s operations” Mr. Yaghi added in his report. 

“We project organic growth will grow to 16% by 2021 after Edgewater’s revenue stream is stabilized and there 
is potential for rapid margin improvement as well.” 

“In addition, the company has the opportunity to growth through acquisitions and the in our view the company 
has minimal debt thus reducing the risk associated with stock ownership. These factors support a higher       
valuation for Alithya.” 

“However we acknowledge that the story includes more risk than the average of peers due to the company’s 
lack of control with regard to the use of third-party software, as well as its small size and customer            
concentration.” 
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‣ Trilogy International Partners Inc. (TSX:TRL) has been upgraded to “buy” from “hold” by TD Securities 
analyst Bentley Cross. He has maintained a target price of $3 per share which suggests a return of 106%. The 
consensus on the Street is $3.30. 

‣ Kinaxis Inc. (TSX:KXS) has been upgraded to “buy” from “hold” by Industrial Alliance Securities analyst Blair 
Abernethy. He has a target price set at $88 per share which implies upside of 29%. The consensus is $96.96. 

‣ Cameco Corp. (TSX:CCO) has been upgraded to “buy” from “underperform” by Bank of America Merrill Lynch. 
They have lifted their target price to $20 from $10.50 which suggests upside of 28%. The consensus is $17.85.  

‣ Founders Advantage Capital Corp. (TSXV:FCF) has been downgraded to “hold” from “buy” by Desjardins 
Securities analyst Gary Ho. He’s cut his target price to $1.50 from $2.50. 

‣ Cardinal Energy Ltd. (TSX:CJ) has been downgraded to “neutral” from “outperform” by CIBC World Markets 
analyst Jamie Kubik. He has lowered his target price to $4.50 from $6.25. 

‣ Guyana Goldfields Inc. (TSX:GUY) has been downgraded to “sector underperform” from “sector perform” by 
Scotia Capital analyst Trevor Turnbull. He has slashed his target price to $1 from $3. 

Downgrades

Upgrades
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	 Technically 
	 	 SPEAKING by Dwight Galusha 

setyourstop.com
I recently attended the National CSTA (Canadian Society of Technical Analysts) Conference where the keynote 
speaker was Craig Johnson who is the managing director and chief market technician at Piper Jaffray. Craig talked 

about the push to 5G (the commercialization of 5G cellphone technology slated to begin in early 2019) as a big 

investment theme going forward. One of the companies that will benefit and has been showing up on my radar is 
Broadcom (NASDAQ:AVGO). Broadcom has been consolidating over the last year and a half within a descending 

broadening wedge pattern and is now threatening a breakout as price pushes up against the underside of resis-
tance. Watch for a breakout above $250 as it would suggest a reversal from this area of consolidation and a con-

tinuation of the prevailing uptrend which should push prices toward all time highs.
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